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Name Driver/Dept Reason for nomination State
Amy La Cioppa National Sales Nom 1: Without Amy the National Team can't function. She is our Brain, our Coordinator and our Support. She 

doesn't get the recognition she should as she is an amazing individual! 
Nom 2: Total commitment to her job and the company in general
Nom 3: Amy is the sales team backbone. Nothing is ever too hard, nothing is ever a chore and she works around 
the clock doing what she does so that the Sales team can function as one. And does it with a smile. Thank you 
Amy for your efforts, time and saneness to put up with all our demands.
Nom 4: Amy, is always supporting the entire National Team in such a professional manor, she is always ready to 
do more and always gives back an 11 out of 10.   We put so much at her and she just keeps smashing it out of the 
park.  Shes always positive and helpful and embodies the best of our business. 
Nom 5: Amy is the backbone of our sales team and works tirelessly to support our team. Amy at times is under 
pressure to provide reports or presentations within a limited time frame and does this with a cheerful attitude 
and a smile.
A well deserved nominee for the monthly award.
Nom 6: I don't know what the business would do without Amy. She is incredibly knowledgeable and thorough 
and continually goes above and beyond for her team and Clients
Nom 7: Amy is always an absolute pleasure to deal with. Regardless of her work load, she always has time to 
listen and work through requirements with you to deliver when needed. She is an asset to the business and a 
credit to herself.
Nom 8: Amy is always accommodationg and willing to help out, often at short notice. Continually makes the 
Sales and Account Management Team look good (which isnt easy!!!)

National

Gerry Hajek National Sales Nom 1: Gerry has been supportive for years and has done an outstanding job staying on top of the massive 
volume increase for Bunnings over the last few months. Dealing with the internal challenges along with the 
pressure he no doubt was put under by Bunnings would not have been easy but you wouldnt hear a complaint 
from Gerry. Deserves praise and recognition!
Nom 2: Thank you Gerry for all the work you did in the Bunnings AM space. You have helped us all to get through 
tough times and i wish you the best of luck in your new found portfolios

National

Natalie Troupkos Brand, Marketing, 
Comms

Natalie is always quietly in the background, making important things happen without any fuss. Each month she 
puts in an incredible amount of work to produce our newsletters, drawing on strong people skills to gather 
relevant information from busy people, ensuring we highlight and celebrate the things that make our culture so 
special. She carefully reviews Facebook news to keep our ANC family informed and amused, shares LinkedIn 
posts to keep our brand in the market, and even supports our COVIDSafe planning meetings to ensure actions 
are regularly monitored. She is a role model of our values, demonstrating care and respect in all her actions, 
while keeping it all fun and all of this makes her an outstanding colleague to work with.

NSW

Danielle Hughes Operations Nom 1: Danielle goes above and beyond her duties as per her role's job description. She covers a lot of extra 
work and is always striving for excellence.
Nom 2: Always there to help

NSW

Jagrati Gurnasinghani Operations Jagrati is always happy to help no matter the work load. She's a pleasure to work with. NSW
Mark Robb Operations Always being helpful and looking after the office and all those that need to access things in the office. NSW
Nick Kotevski Operations Nom 1: Nick was very supportive & understanding whilst I was covering allocations. He is always available for all 

the staff & drivers. No offence to the other managers but I think I can speak for the whole PM team, Nick is an A+ 
boss & I am happy to work with him & his team.
Nom 2: Nick puts in a huge number of hours to ensure Ops runs smoothly, he has a great rapore with his team, 
backing up and supporting them through this difficult time

NSW

Tung Bui Operations Tung has shown a lot of commitment to the company work and working long hours also . He hasn't been with 
ANC very long but is a great asset to the company .

QLD

Graeme Reid Operations Graeme is very vigilant in his dispatching role. Working long and hard hours until his job is thoroughly done.  QLD

Ian Brown Account 
Management

Ian is making a world of difference in the Bunnings space and his consultative approach is paying off dividends. I 
am extremely confident that in QLD we have all the information we need to ensure that we have a smooth 
rollover to the new service offer. Thank you. 

QLD

Jamie Knight Account Manager Since JB/TGG has started Jamie has been non stop and always fun to work with. Always fair and willing to work 
through any issues with ease. Go Wavell! 

QLD

Jamie Nash Operations Jamie has had some fun challenges of supporting the team while so many work from home. He's put in a lot of 
hours (not on his 3 weeks off though) to ensure new clients and services work out but also ensure the team at 
home are happy, Thanks ! 

QLD

Jenny Hatch Operations Jenny always smashes it no matter what role she has to cover for. No issue is ever too big a problem that she 
can't solve for us and out customers. Would be lost without her! 

QLD

Jodi Abraham Operations Jodi stepped up in the home delivery space while Robyn was on leave and managed to do a great job without 
needing all too much support, all the while completing all of her usual tasks. It was much appreciated - thank you 
for your extra efforts. 

QLD
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Name Driver/Dept Reason for nomination State
Kaylene Sieuwerts Administration Kaylene is always willing to help out where she can and really appreciate all the support she gives. QLD
Michael Eaton Operations Michael does a great job, as one of the few staff manning the QLD office, he is tasked with many extra duties. 

fork lift driver, reception, as well as his normal allocating and handling Bunnings queries.  All done in his usual 
cheerful manner.

QLD

Robyn Harris Operations Robyn has taken on additional changes in her role effortlessly. Always has a solution for all situations and if she 
doesn't, she will work hard to find one. She is a very highly valued team member of the QLD office. 

QLD

Sandra Rose Operations Nom 1: Sandra always brightens the office with her attitude and always goes above and beyond for everyone. 
Nom 2: Is always available to help and has taken on compliance to ensure no drivers are locked out.
Nom 3: Sandra has been a huge help in driver compliance!

QLD

Sean Glasgow Operations Sean has done an amazing job onboarding a lot of new drivers for Bunnings and teams for JB/TGG. Always comes 
into the office with a fun attitude and is always willing to help out if you're stuck. Has also helped me out several 
times when I've needed help in regards to doing incident reports. Thanks Sean!  

QLD

Trevor Harris Operations Nom 1: Trevor has really helped out over this tough period and with all the extra obstacles of working from 
home, has just gotten the job done with no issues. Really appreciate all the help he has given with higher 
furniture numbers and needing some of adhoc to jump in to help. 
Nom 2: Trevor has shown great initiative and ownership within the Bunnings space by looking after the Sunshine 
Coast work on top of his usual duties. We all appreciate the help and pressure that takes off your fellow 
coworkers. Thank you. 

QLD

Warwick Shepherd Operations Nom 1: I have been lucky to work with Warwick since JB/TGG started here in QLD and he has been a great joy 
and excellent addition to the team here. Nothing is ever too big an issue and he always gets things sorted. 
Thanks so much Warwick!
Nom 2: Warwick is an all-round superstar who is making all the difference in the JB TGG QLD space. He has 
cultivated great relationships from the contractors onsite every morning and has gained their respect, which 
makes the entire process - from loading trucks to a fantastic NPS/Star Rating - incredible. Well done. 
Nom 3: Has committed fully to the JB/TGG implementation and helped ANC immensely with ensuring all teams 

         

VIC

Dana Ivanisevic Operations Nom 1: Always helpful :)
Nom 2: Dan is smashing it especially with her work load, such an asset to ANC!
Nom 3: Dana is my right hand man day in and day out, she has taken on an incredible amount of new tasks and 
always willing to learn something new, give it a go and help out. I appreciate all that you do. 
Nom 4: Dana is always a pleasure to work with and handles all issues with ease.

VIC

Dean Blanusa Operations He is always available to address any problems and ensures good feedback is always passed on to the Vic team 
which is always encouraging. 

VIC

Glenn Uccello Operations Glenn has displayed extraordinary leadership to his team through very challenging times in Victoria with the 
second wave of COVID. No obsticle has been a challenge for Glenn to overcome and get on with the task at hand.

VIC

Lauren Cank Operations Lauren is an amazing addition to our team! In her short time with ANC, she is doing an amazing job, learning the 
job very quickly and is fitting in well with the team. Keep up the good work Lauren! 

VIC

Ryan Carter Operations Thank you Ryan for everything you do. You are truly a gem VIC
Sanyam Gupta Operations Sam has done an excellent job taking on SA JB & TGG and QLD Miele allocations. he always has a positive 

attitude and always asks questions when his unsure, you're doing a great job Sam!
VIC

Shelby Williams Operations Nom 1: Shelby is always great to work with and has a great attitude everyday. She always works hard and gets 
the job done.
Nom 2: This has been my first month at ANC and lucky for me everyone is so welcoming and helpful, but Shelby 
does stand out. Even though we work on different accounts Shelby is continuously sending me emails and 
messages with tips and advice how to do certain tasks. Her knowledge on literally everything is very impressive, 
and she is always happy and available to help me when I need help. 

VIC

VIC AA TEAM Operations Always being there when needed but also going above and beyond when they do not need to, they make the 
workplace a very fun and professional place to be. Thank you guys!

VIC



Name Driver/Dept Reason for nomination State
Joe Franco 502 The driver is always on time, helpful, nothing is to hard and he has been working in covid affected areas every 

day since the outbreak started. 
NSW

Kanwaljit Singh 7199 Kanwaljit & offsider happily completed a personal job for myself, although they knew I was from the office I still 
received a polite courtesy call letting me know their arrival time. Upon arrival I was greeted with smiles & a very 
friendly manner. I was amazed by the way they think outside of the box – literally, I was asked to sign the box so 
a photo could be taken of my signature. my kids were also super happy they received their request of a "beep 
beep" from mummy’s work friends when they were leaving. A very polite professional driver team who took all 
the correct steps for a safe delivery during COVID – Thank you so much team 

NSW

Andrew Jagtman 117 Andy has been a great help this month coming into the office to look after any warehousing and always works 
hard organising everything when he is here. Always has great care and is a pleasure to talk to and work with.

QLD

Dean Williams 671 Nom 1: Dean and team are absolutely excellent, always willing to help, always call when there is a problem or 
concern to seek clarification. Just an absolute pleasure to deal with.
Nom 2: Dean is always willing to help and is always doing his absolute best to deliver amazing customer service. 
Dean is very hard working and extremely friendly!! Always a pleasure to speak to Dean!

QLD

Jamal Trad 669 Jamal and team are excellent, communication has been great this month and his just great to deal with. QLD

Mick Bilbie 511 Driver went out of his way to delivery and crane delivery for a disable customer, as this was delivery to kurbside, 
driver use trolley to take goods around back of house and place them to shed for customer

QLD

Ralph Butters 63 Ralph has done a lot to help out this month - especially after losing his van. Straight away he hired a truck and 
has been helping out with furniture and adhoc. Nothing is ever too much of a problem and he's always willing to 
help out. 

QLD

Robert Tierney 306 Rob is such a great, helpful happy guy. A Bunnings delivery that he completed 2 days prior and had signed off ny 
a team member was misplaced by the store. Rob offered helpfully and went out of his way to go into store and 
help them locate it. 

QLD

Warner Langford 161 Nom 1: Warner is always the happiest person in the room and always brightens the office when he comes in. 
Such a great pleasure to work with and has also helped out a lot this month since coming back to work. Thanks 

 

QLD

Willian Perfect 657 always willing to help with anything. QLD
Ajit Rupal 262 Ajit is an quiet achiever, however, is also an outstanding operator. This has been recognised by Bunnings Gepps 

Cross and one of their clients. The feedback provided to us was that the client was very pleased with Ajit's 
SA

Harpreet Singh 168 Harpreet has been doing an amazing job on the fleet. Very hard worker! SA

Jaswinder Singh 207 Nom 1: Has done a wonderful job helping the HD teams last couple of weeks. Very friendly and always willing to 
   

SA
Mohammad Jalees Jaharil 565 Mohammad is always willing to take on advise and always does the best job he possibly can with no complaints SA

Ravinder Shoker 275 Ravi is an awesome operator and a great guy. He consistently impresses the Bunnings Seaford Trade site, which 
is always feed back to our account manager. Keep up the great work Ravi.

SA

Richard Bukva 39 Fantastic driver! Always ready to help and go the extra mile if required. Never pushes back on any jobs that are 
allocated to him. 

SA

Narinder singh 3543 He is a helpful driver in terms of his delivery service to customers as well as helping out allocators across 
different work channels.

VIC

Zivko Kolevski 3248 Zivvy has been a great help in July helping with other runs and assisting a new driver. He has also helped out with 
Bunnings 

VIC

Marc Mountstephens 307 Marc has jumped in and put his hand up to assist ANC every-time we have faced a challenge. Marc's support 
over the last few months has been greatly appreciated. 

WA
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